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INTRODUCTION

Petroleum resources represent a significant part of the company'%upsU'cam assets and are
the foundation of most of its cUItent and future upstream activi~es. Reserves replacement
is the basis for a sustainable EP Business, The current s,ta!USand chinges in petroleum
resources, and specifically tht commercially recoverable portion (reserves), ate a significant,
concern to Group Management. The furure of the Group depends on
effectiveness in
muwing resources to the point where maximum economic value is realised, To aid in
understanding, planning. and decision making about these petroleum resources, resource
volumes arc classi6ed according to the maturity or status of their associated development
activities.

our

Shell Group wide petroleum resource volumes are reported annually to ExCom and ue
esllcntial infOl:mation for the strategic planning process of the ~p business. The current .
• status and "changes to the proved and proved developed reserves arc also published in the
'Group's Annual Report and 2Q..Fsubmitted to the Securities and Exchange Commission
(S¥-C). Reserves also form a key component of evaJuation of company performance by
~~cial analysts. Therefore the importance of these figures, cannot be overemphasised,
Reliability. uniformity, consistency, tunsparency and auditability an essential elements in
the coUation of.petrcleum resource reports by Operating Units (OUs) and New Venture
Operations (NVOs),
.
Key issues are proved reserves replacement and the realisation of maximum value nom the
resource portfolio, by pUlSWng maturation of resource volumes to
.
developed reserves and ultimately' sales, Proved developed reserves have, through
depreciation. a direct impact on the financial bottom line and therefore require special
attention,
(otal hychocubon

These guidelines serve as a reference fo; OUs and NVOs in the reserves submission and
reporting process and as the standard against which audits will be conducted. The
information on the fonnat requirements of internal and external submission is included in
the second part of these guidelines (S~p 2001-1101, Ref, Sd), Submission requirements
will be communicated annually in a letter from EP Planning,

The present 2001 version cOnlains a significant number 0/ chilnges compared 10 the 2000
edition. Thes« changes address an irnproveml!nl of Ihe report's r,adibility. the addition oj Q
chapter on methods of quamifying unci,!ain!y and an expanded lUI describing the new
reserves guideliMs introduced in 1998, The cluUJgts should be seen as editorial only, No
change in Ihe volume of reported reserves is' intended, or expected. Where tar lias lieen
("hangedor added. this is indicated by if line in·lhe· margin.
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RESQURCE VOLUME CLASSIFICATION

2.1

Definition

fo'

•

A petroleum resource is any accumulation ofhydzocarbons that is known or anticipated to
exist in a sub-surface rock {ormation, located in the: company's cuaen. e);pioration and
production acreage, If the petroleum resource extends beyond the: ccmpany's licence area
the resource volumes must be divided according to the granted licence boundaries, to take
proper account of Group share.
Reseueee volumes are reported as the quantities of saJes product for crude oil, natural gas
and natural gas liquids, The corresponding quantities of field recovery should be
IT12intainedby the au (See Appendix 6), The reporting of petroleum resource voJwnes
should further indicate: the petroleum type. the reporting units and conditions, and the
Group share,
2.2

Reserves and SFR

Resource volumes are tied to the-project or activity that develops them and are genenlly
reported by field. The term reserves ;s used tor resource volumes associated with a project
that is technically and commercially' mature, Resource volumes that do not meet these
criteaa are called Scope Cor Recovery (SFR). Proved reserves are the portion of reserves
that is reasonably certain to be produced and which will be reponed exte.maDy. These
distinc:tions will be discossed in Chapters 3. 5 ~ 6.
The classification scheme shown in Figure, 1 is intended to provide a consistent link .
between a field's resource 'Volumes and the EP business mode}, identifying separately those
resources that are the (ocus of the vaoous stages in the development life cycle,

Cumulative

Production

Sum of successive Annual

Production volumes
Reserves:

Developed Reserves (proved and
Expectation)
Undeveloped Reserves (proved and
Expectation)

Discovered Scope for

Commercial SFR by Proved

Recovery (SFR):

Techniques

Commercial SFR by Unproved
Techniques
Non-Commercial SFR
Undiscovered
:Recovery
Discovered
----_

Scope for

Undiscovered Commercial SFR

Initial In Place
_.---------- --~----

...

These categories are further explained in this Chapter and their definitions are summarised

in ii.ppendix

I,
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,

between resource
fl

vmatkM~J

'" graphical example of the migration of resource volumes between 'categorie~ during a
field's life c:ycJeis shown in Appendix 2,
•
2.3

Technical

and Commercial

Maturity

Resource volumes are realised as production through developmentprojects md/or
activities (see below). The classification scheme usesa project's technical and ,
. commercial maturity as the primary criterion to distinguishbetween reserves and sco~
ft)t recovery (SFR). Resource volumes can be classified as reserves only if the associated
project that will result in production of those volumes is considered to be technica.lly and
commercially mature. If this .is not the case, the resource volumes should be classified as
SFR. SFR needs a data gatheiirtg or other acgvity (e.g. exp~oratio.n appraisal,.£icld trial, gas
market development, etc) to achieve technical.rnaturity and commercial viability, Secondary
technical and commercial distinctions (between proved and unproved techniques SFR and
between commercial and non-commerdal~F~)
'further ideptify 'resource volumes at '
va.cious stages in the life cycle,
' '.
. . ,

.

'

2.3.1

Proj«J

BOJU

A project is any proposcd or notional modification of the wells, the production fa~tie5
and/or the production policy, aimed at changing the company's sales product forecast. It '
can also be a-modification of the company's share in a venture (purChase/ sales-in-place,
unitisation, or new terms), The genetic term 'project' is also used 10 describe a group of'
(sometimes alternative) projects, each with a certain chance of realisation, depending on
the results of further data gathering, In that case, the project NPV is replaced by the
Expected Monetary Value (or EMV, see Appendix 6).

2.3,; Tt(bllj(alfyMallirt
For a project 10 be technically mature, information on the resource volume, in~luding its
level of uncertainty, is such that a viable project can be defined with all auditable project
development plan, based 011 resource and development scenario descriptions, 'with
~OIA
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COSIestimates, Ii production forecast and economics. For small
project' (e,g, inlill drilling in an existing field, or a sma)) satellite development) the plan may
be notional or it may be an analogy of other projects based on similar resources, Large or
frontier projects, whilst not needing a complete an'd optinUsed development plan, must
drilling/engineering

have demonstrated technical and commercial maturity. Successful completion of a Value
.Assurance Review (V AR) with sufficient definition would support such maturity and
robustness. !his should preferably be a VAR3 (Concept Selection) review, In aUcases,
there should be a reasonable expectation that a firm optimal development pJIJJ can be
matured with time.

2.)3

Comm,rrill/!yMatlin

A comr:nerciaUy mature project is commercially viable over a sufficiently large portion of
the tange of possible scenarios that reflect the remMing resource W1certtinties as well as
the remaining commercial uncertainties, including the availability of markets (see below),
The de6n.i~n of what constitutes 'a sufficiently large portion' may vary from case to case
but it does requite the project NPV for the proved reserves scenario to be positive for
appropriare commercial criteria, J t is also likely to include an assessment of the capital
espcsere in case of project f:Ulure due to adverse resource rewalions. The selected range
of scenarios should be documented and audillble.
'
2.).4 MtJrht (JlJ(lilabiJiry
An essential requirement for commercial maturity is also that a market must be available or
reasonably expected to be available for th~ hydrocarbon products. For oil and NGL this .
means at least the (cxpect~d) availability of a pipeline to Ii shipping terminal or other oudet
(e.g, a refinery). For gas this means an expectation that access to a gas market wiD be
available, i.e. the gas must be:
1) contracted to sales; or
2) considered as reasonably certain of being sold based on a reasonable exp~ctation of the
availability of markets, along with transportationl delivery facilities th~t are in place; or

3) wlUlst not firmly planned, have been earmarked for future development IJJd hence may
reasonably be anticipated to be sold based upon expectation of availabiliry of markets
and project financing.

.

For major gas projects critically depending on new gas market capture, reserves booking
should in principle be deferred until agreements have been signed, gene.c:allyat or around
project sanction (FlO),
'
,
The condition of marketability to gas reserves also llpplies to the NGL products of a nonassociated gas project, 1£ the g2S market is not matured (or likely to be matured) and the
go-ahead of the project is still uncertain, neither the gas reserves nor the NGL reserves can
be booked,
2,3.5 Commmi'a/!yV;abl,
A scenario is commercially viable if the NPV is expected to be positive under the
applicable (or expected) terms and conditions for the acreage and for the current advised
Group reference criteria for commercialiry.

~--
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2,;.6 EaJnDml&ol/yViabk
A project js economic:aUy viable if the expected NPV under th~pplicabie terms and
coiu:litions for the acreage exceeds the separal~ly advised Group project screening criteria
Or jf the project has already been approved by shareholders. Projects generally have to
demonstrate economic viability in order to obtain investment approval (See Ref. 13). '

2,).7 Important tOllsidtrotiollJ
Full economic viability or fonnal project approval is not always required {or a project to be
considered commercially mature and hence for reserves to be booked, Commercially viable
reserves may be booked before project approval is sought, but there must be identified
activities to improve project economics, the expectation that economic viability will be
achieved and a plan to seek approval at some time the fcture, The ptoject should also be
included in the annual Business Plan, If that intention is not (yet) there (because the
project is technicaDy or commercially t~o immature), the project recoverables must either
be booked as SFR or the project / field must be a candidate for divestment, Conversely, if
a project is approved and it will go ahead, regardless of (re-evaluated) techru(:al /
commercial matUrity, the reserves should be booked. An example of this may be a pilot ~
wsterflood.
'
..

m

To minimise fluctuations over time, QUs and NVOs·should exert caution in transferring
volumes between the reserves and SFR categories, Demonstrable technical and commercial
rruturity will be required when new fields and reservoirs are added to the resC!"e.s.base.
The same requirement applies in principle when undeveloped reserves are ret~ed, To
tetlin developed reserves, their production should have a positive cash generation .ftel:
subtraction of operating costs, tax and royalties,
Existing volumes that have been classified as reserves, but which are no longer
commercially mature, may be retained as-reserves only in cases when there is an overriding
strategic interest, or where a current small operating loss is expected to be reversed in the
short term. In both cases support from shareholders must be obtained.
It is also important to realise that, if project recoverables for a resource ~ booked as
reserves, these must contain both Expectation and Proved volumes, i.e, project volumes
should be included in both the Intemal and External Reporting submissions. It i5 not
realistic to carry only Expectation and no Proved volumes since that implies that the
project is immature and hence that the volumes must be booked as SFR.
Before first time booking of significant reserves in a new area (following exploration
.
. discovery, successful acquisition, new gas market capture, reaching project FID, agt'eeing
new contractual terms etc.) it is recommended to review the project with the Centre (EPBP) to ensure that volumes are supportable and that they would meet external audit
requirements,
2.4

Developed,

Undeveloped

and Total Reserves

.Reserves ate subdivided in developed and undeveloped reserves. The sum of both
referred to as 'total' reserves,

is

2,4.1 Developed RestnleJ'
Developed reserves must be producible through currently existing completions, with
installed facilities, using existing operating methods, Facilities requiting minor outstanding
activities in ongoing projects can be considered as existing if the outstanding capita)
investment is minor « 10%) compared to the total project cost and if budget approval has
FOIA Confidential
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been obtained. Volumes behind pipe tan on))' be considered developed if the additional
activit}' (e.g. 'lower' zone abandonment, perforating, stimulating) does not require a fun
weD entry / re-eompletion and jf the 1;0Jt of this activity (nonnalJy opex).does not exceed
10% of the cost of a new we)},
Gas volumes in fields where compression is planned or anticipated in future, should only.
1& developed reserves to the extent that they can be produced du:ough the
currently existing facilities,
.

be classed

Developed reserves should in principle be estimated through extrapolation of existing weD
performance trends. This may be done either through plotting (e.g. rare vs, cumulative
production; log oil rate vs. time) or through history matched simuJation modelling. If no
signjficant history is available to match, the developed reseLVes will be based on predevelopment (simulation) model projections, updated {or ObSCIVCd well geological and
petrophysical data and well rates, The resulting (orecast should represent the production
that ,,111be contributed by the existing weDs through the currently instaDed (acilities,
lIuuming nO future development activity (NF A forecast),
2.4.2 UntiDllloped Rmt'tJt1
Undeveloped reserves require capital investment through future projects (new wells and/or
production facilities) in order to be produced, These projetts must be technically and
commercially mature (Section 2,3), In order to assess commercial viability of these
reserves, the wells and activities must be clearly identified, together with their costs,
Gas volu~es that require insullation of planned Of anticipated future compression should
be classed as undeveloped until such compression has been msnDed.
New development projects, which add developed reserves, may defer field/platform
abandonment and may thereby also increase. the reserves producible from existing
completions, Such gains should be included in the economic evaluation of the new
development project and should be included in reserves wh:en commercially viable.
Future wells or {aalities may accelerate reserves that would otherwise be produced by
by the new
investments should be classified as developed with the existing investments, If future
investment accelerates production such that additional reserves are recovered within time
limits (e,g, sales contract periods, field life), the additional reserves should be classified as
undeveloped witil this investment has been made,

existing investments. The portion of reserves expected to be accelerated

2.4.) TDIaIReJtTwJ
Total reserves are the: sum of Develop and Undeveloped reserves, As indicated in the
preceding sections, developed and. undeveloped reserves should be estimated separately.
In particular undeveloped reserves should be based on an identified or identifiable project
or projects, Historically, total reserves have sometimes been calculated duough
multiplication of the STOIIP /GIIP volumes by an assumed or estimated recovery factor,
without specific reference to a project, Undeveloped reserves were then calculated as the
difference between these total reserves and the separately estimated developed reserves.
This practice is in conflict with the concept of project based reserves estimation and should
be discontinued,
2.5

Scope for Recovery

Scope for Recovery rs the recovery estimate of any notional project, which cannot yet be
shown with sufficient confidence to. be technically or commercially mature. However, there
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must be an expectation that this project could mature based o~ reasonable assumptions

about the success of additional data gathering. a m~l'\.UihgtechnoJqsy from current
research, relaxation in the market constraints and/or the terms
conditions for

ana

implementing suc~ a project,
,

.•
"

The economic evaluation should include any future pre-investment costs required to ' '
reduce technical uncertainty,
'.

In the case of immature projects, the associated scope for recovery nay be reported as a
'single 'estimate for the undiscounted avera~ recoveriesin the ca~e of success (m~
success volume, MSV) together with a probability of success (POS). For aggregation
, purposes the risked expectation volumes are used (pOS*MSV), '

2.5.1 Cf111IlIItrrialSFR ~ Provedr"hnUjlltJ
SFa by proved techniques is the volume estimated to be recoverable from discovered
resources, by a project utilising a recovery process or technique 'Which ,hll,sbeen
demonstrated to be technicaUy feasible in the area or in the field. Implementation is
expected to-be commerc.iaUy viable, but a wide range of technical uncertainties in the

.

recovery volumes precludes the formulation of a tcchnically mature project proposal.
2.5.2

COIIIlI1tmal SFR ~ UttprotJed Ttrhni'l"u

SFR by unproved tecluuqUes is the volume believed to be recoverable (rom ..discovered
resources by I project utilising any recovery technique or process that has bcen··p~'Yen
elsewhere, but-that has not yet been demonstrated to be technicany f~asible in the area, or
in the field, and which requires future laboratory tests and field ~als (pilot)'in order to
establish this feasibility, Once technically feasible, the process should be expected to be
commercially viable,
Future data gathering may disprove the technique in the field, and with it the possibility of
devdopmcnt, and these SFR volumes must therefore be discounted fOI the risk that the
considered technique will not prove to be technically feasible.
2.5.)

UlItiu((}tllfrd COlllmtnial S.FR

'Undiscovered SFR is the volume believed to be recoverable from as yet undulled potential
accumulations by any process that has been demonstrated to be technically feasible
elsewhere, under similar conditions. Development of the accumulation should be expected
to be conunercially viable.
These SFR volumes must be discounted forthe risk that petroleum is not present or js not
commercial to develop (probability of Success, see Appendix 6),
Future data gathering may result in a tot~ write-off of these resources, Following drilling
results, the resource volumes are revised and, Hi the case of a discovery, the economics reassessed, whereupon the resource is either discarded or reclassified.

2,5,4 Non·Commmial

SFR

SFR ill discovered resources is considered non-commercial for development projects
which, even if technically successful, would not be commercially viable, To avoid
unrealistic situations the reporting of Non-Commercial SFR is restricted to projects with
Unit Technical Cost below an annually advised ceiling,

3

Non-commercial SFR is reported in order to retain an indication of the discovered
resources that could become commercial with, ~ 'chaoge of circumstances (e,g, an increase

r
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in oil price, a change in tax regime, development of a gas market, ftared/ventcd/ie.injected
gas volumes if recoverable and significant enough to be marketed). .

._'

2.6

Diagrammatic summary

A diagrammatic

-

lIununary

of the disJinction between reserves and SFR is given in figure 3.

.....
",

.......

'.

Figlml:

f nltrna' mostrrr (/auiji(fllion }low dUgrrz11l
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3.

QUANTIFICATION OF UNCERTAINTY

3.1

Quantification methods

Page 15 of 49

'Subsurfate resource volume estimates are inherently subject to uncertainty. because they
arc based on data (from seismic and dlilling) and interpretations that contain sometimes
significant margins of error. These uncertainties in resource volume estimates can be
assessed and represented using a variety of methods. The three most important are:

The Probabilistic method (PBS. Mean. P1S)
The Multi-scenario method (Low. Middle. High)
The Deterministic method (proved. Pro bible, Possible)
),1,1

The pT()bt1bili.rti( IImhod

The probabilistic method hss been in use by the SheD Group for more than 30 years.
Whilst the Group was initiaUy the oo1y one in the industry applying this method, the
method has, over the years, gradually gained wider acceptance, e.g. by the SPE (Ref. 7),
The method consists of assigning probability density functions (POFs) to each of the
constituent parameters that define a subsurface volume estimate ~.c.gross bulk volume.
porosity, hydrocarbon.fill and saturation, h),4z'ocarbon volume factor, recovery (actor),
These PDFs are then combined (ml11tiplied)either mathematically ('~ometlt' method, see
, Ref. 1a - App. 7) or, more commonly, through Monte Carlo simulation. The latter method
uses a random number generator which generates random seJections from each of the
parameter ranges, which are then combined inco successive volume estimates, often
numbeting ] 000 or more, Software tools using Monte Carlo simulation are e.g. @RISK,
Crystal Ban and FASTRACK.
The resulting product from both the mathematical and the Monte Carlo methods is II PPF
or its integral; the cumulanve probability function (CPF); which defines the probabilities
that the resource vOlptne exceeds each of a range of values, The values associated with the
85% probability the·15% probability arc called the 85% and 15% confidence levels or P8S
and PIS for short. The probability-weighted average value is referred to as the Mean. The
reason for the original selection 'of the 85% and 15% intervals by the Group was that they
aligned most closely with the previously used distributions of three equi-probable values,
More recently, the SPE and some operators and authorities have tended to favour 90% and
JO% intervals (p90 and Pl 0 respectively).
The probabilistic method is a good method (or assessing the uncertainties of Exploration
prospects and sparsely appraised discoveries, For fields that are ap.proaclUng the
development stage it is far inferior to the multi-scenario method and hence not
recommended. The main teas on for this is that the recovery factor is rarely an
independently assessable parameter, but a direct consequence of the combination of static
model realisation and development scenario chosen (see below). This can oo1y be
represented properly through multiple scenario realisations.
3.1,2 Tht 11/uhi-!c(fIt1rio method
.This method is applied when the field has been modelled through a full set of static
(geological) and dynamic (reservoir simulation) models. The static model is generally roil
for a range of possible subsurface realisations, yielding a lange of hydrocarbon-in-place
volumes. After assigning a probability to each of these realisations, the range of in-place
volumes can be represented as a CPF (see above) from which 85%. mean and 15%
(
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confidence levels can be derived, Rcpre$entativt scenano cases cl6se to these pgs, mean
and PIS values are then selected and defined liS the Low, Middle and Hi,h cases
~
res pectively.
.

A representative selection of alternative geological model realisations is converted
('upscaled') into a discrete set of reservoir simulation models, which arc then run each for a'
range of alternative development scenarios (c,g, different well numbers or positions), The
altemative development scenarios are not nccessatily identical (or each geological
realisation, The resulting set o( model-scenario combinations (usually some 10-20 in
number) can again be combined into a CPF, with identifiable P8S, mean and P1S values,
from which representative Low, MiddJe and High cases can be selected,
An important characteristic of the multi-scenario method is that it is project- or activitybased, i.e. the recoverable volumes are linked to a specific development plan or plans, with
identified (or identifiAble) costs, production forecasts and economics. The multiple
scenario method is obviously more complex than the problbilistic method, but, with the
present range of tools available (tlot~bly the GEOCAP - MoReS suite o£linkable models)
it is seen as a necessaty requirement fOf any field development. It is therefore
recommended that in principle aU fields with booked reserves (proved and expectation)
should use this method,
'
3.1.3

TIN tUtmnimlli'c method

The deterministic method has been the method most frequently used by the industry
outside Shell, It derivesfrom the original de.wutions o('Proved Reserves' as issued by the
American Financial Accounting Sta.ndards Boud (FASB) and by the US Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) (Refs. 8, 9, 10). These definitions describe the mandatory
conditions for reserves that are reported annually through Company reports and public
submissions to the SEC. Subsequent definitions for Probable and Possible reserves have
been issued by the SPE in co-operation with the WPC (Ref, 7),
Proved reserves are defined as ", ' .the estimated quantities of hydrocarbons which
geological and engineering data demonstrate: with reasonable certainty to be
recoverable" .", 'Reasonable certainty' is implied 10 mean that future reserves revisions are
'much more likely' to be positive than negative, Pivotal in the definition of Proved
Reserves is the notion 'of 'proved area' of reservoir rock, outside of which no Proved
Reserves can be declared,
proved area is constrained by:

a

nus

Economic producibility demonstrated by a production test (not a wireline testl),
Delineated by GOC, OWC, GWe if seen by dcilling,
Oil volumes above OUT levels only if gas is seen updip and a GOe can be interpreted,
No volumes below 'lowest known hydrocarbons'
(LKH), as seen by drilling,
Laterally confined to one 'legal location' (US regulatory minimum well spacing) away
nom weU control,
Certainty (not just 'reasonable certainty'l) of continuity of production over the area
(mus-t be demonstrated by pressure interference data if beyond one 'legal location 'I).
Improved recovery volumes only with a successful pilot in that specific rock volume,
The conservative restrictions regarding LKH and lateral well control rnay be lifted
" ... upon obtaining sufficient performance history to reasonably conclude that more
reserves can be recovered.. ." ,
The significant information on reservoir structure 'and hydrocarbon fill available from
modern seismic techniques (DHls, flat spots etc) is acknowledged by the SEC (Refs, 8,9),
but they maintain insistence on the constraints as stated above:
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The practice in the industry outside Shell has been that Provt!d reserves estitnate. are
generally 'best estimates', with the proved area constraint being the only conservative
element that is strictly adheied to, The important consequence o{"tlUshas been that
Proved reserves as calculated by the deterministic method tended to be lower th~
probabilistic PBS (or multi-scenario Low) estimates for tI~ discoveries and undevelcped
fields. Similarly, they wen generally higher for ma~e, fully appraised fields.

'

The SPE (Ref, 7) recommend mat, if Proved reserves are determined probabilistically, a
)'90 value be selected.vThey generally align with the SEC guidance, except that they aUow
areas beyond the regula.tory well spacing to be included jf .." ,data {rom wells indicate 'I&.,th
reasonable certainty (P90!) that the objective formation ;5 laterally continuous and contains
commercially recoverable hydrocarbons., ,..,
The SPE/wpC definitions of Probable and Possible reserves (together called Unproved
reserves) tan be summarised as follows:
Probable reserves:
, 'Mote likely than not to be recoverable'; P50 if based Oil probabilistks,
.•
· Probably productive from logs/cores,
- Likely volumes outside the 'proved area', :,g, updip behind inteipreted;faults,
· Volumes probably recoverable through unproved techniques (no succcssful pilot yet)
Possible reserves:
• 'Less likely than Probable', PlO if based on probabilistics,
~.
· Hydrocarbon bearing from logs/cores, but possibly not productive:
- Possible volumes outside the proved area, e'8' downdip ~hind interpreted faults,
• Volumes recoverable through unproved techniques, with success .in.'reasonable doubt',
Indust.ty practice tends to be that Probable reserves contain not only volumes associated
with areas.in the field outside the vclumetric confines of the 'pr~ved ~ea', but also
volumes associated with projects. that have not been ful1y matured or approved yet.
The sum of Proved and Probable reserves is sometimes regarded as equivalent to the Mean
or Middle estimates from probabilistic or multi-scenario meth~$, Similarly, the sum of
Proved, Probable and Possible has been equated to PIO or High reserves, However, the
definition for Possible reserves clearly indicates that many of these volumes (and even
some Probable reserves volumes) should be classified as SFR in the Shell system.
3,2

SheD Group practice

Shell Group practice has long been based on the probabilistic method as the Group
. standard for estimating Expectation reserves (for internal reporting) and Proved reserves,
(for external reporting). Expectation reserves were defined as equal to the mean expected
volume and Proved reserves were set equal 10 the 1'85 estimate, As a result, the notions of
Proved and P8S estimates have long been considered identical to many Group petroleum
engineers,
With the increasing maturity of many of the Group's fields it was found that the externally
reported Proved reserves were generally more conservative than those reported by the
industry, This was confirmed by a Group task force set up in 1998 to compare Group
guidelines wjth industry practice, The recommendation of the task force was to improve
the practice of estimating externally reported Proved and Proved developed reserves,
particularly for mature fields, in order tomake Gro\lp estimates more in line With industry
practice.
This has led to new Group guidelines setting the framework for annual submissions of
internally and externally reported reserves,
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is interpreted to be the area/volume that is dew.ed by:

Demonstrated producibility tlu~ugh II production test, or log/core ~ata in. tested area,
Delineated by Goe, owe. Gwe as sCI:1\/inte.tpreted from pressures in the reservoir,
In the absence of 'legal' wen spacings,laterally.defined by well control and surrounding
areas with continuous and good quality seismic amplitudes, but not beyond potentially
sealing barriers or faults. Evidence from well drainage limit tests may be used,
Extended by production performance data, if conclusive,
Improved recovery volumes supported by a pilot or a conclusive test (section 6.1.4)
The concept of this interpretation is that the drilling and completion of development weDs
will generally expand the 'proved area' such that its volumetric extent will cover much, if
not aU of the .field, Even if still incomplete at first (i.e. after the first phase of development
dtilling), this coverage will increase 10 full coverage with growing field maturity and
performance, Inline ~.;thindustry practice, Proved reserves should be based on 'best' or
Expect~tion estimates of 'proved area' volumetzics.

.

Apart Cram the volumetric uncertainty, there is the uncertainty reguding reservoir
pcrformancr (determined by SInd 'development, resclVoU: continuity, injectant sweep
efficiency. aquifer activity, etc), The latter uncertainty will only be reduced :after a
sufficiently long period of reservoir production performance. Hence, a cautious,
'reasonably certain' approach should be followed rOt performance predictions in new
fields, whilst for mature .fieldsan estimate much closer to, ~r equal to the: Expectation
estimate can be taken, in line with ~dustty practice. An example would be: an initial
assumption of oil recovery based on depletion only if aqWfer influx is not ),et certain.
The resulting description of scenario assumptions to be used for estimating Proved and
Expectation reserves is given .in Fig, 4 and Appendix 4, If reserves (p2rticuJarly Proved
reserves} are still based on prob2bilist.ic estimates, these should in principle be consistent
with these scenario assumptions.
.
Expectation
Developed and
Undeveloped
(Internal

repOl1ing):

proved

o.".Iope-d

reserves
(extemal

reponing):

Proved
UndeVeloped

reserves
(extemal

reponing):

I An fields

Mean probabilistic
, (Proved1'Probable
available)

or Middle case scenario estimate
if appropriateand if no Mean or Middle

New, recently
developed
fields:

'Reasonably ceMin' scenario (best estimate) or future
perfonnance, based on EXpectation posl-dril 'proved area'
,votumelrlcs,

Mature fietd$:

Mean ·Of Mlddie pertormance projection, based on Expectation
fully post-drill+ performance based 'proved aree' volumetrics,
The Proved estimate should in principle be equal to .he
E)lpeClation estimate.

Undeveloped
fields

'Reasonably certain' scenario (best estimate) of future
performance, consistent wilh pre-drill 'proved area' volumelrics

New. recenlly

'Reasonely certain' scenaiio (bell estimate) of luture
performance, based on E)!pectation post-dril 'proved area'
volumetrics

developed
fields:
Mature fields:

I

Improved perfonnance estimate, based on observed field
perfonnance and Expectation tully pesl-dril + perfonnance
based 'proved area' voIumetricS,
'The Proved estimate should be dose to or equal to the
ElCpectalion ClStimate. Lower Prowd I ElIPectallon ratios are
possible It luture activities are significantly difterent from existing
(levelopmenl,

FiJNTt 4: GroHj>Ttfommmduj pro(liu for IllilllOlill/,
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considerations

J.J.1 Vnmtain!J Reduction

...

with Perjormancl

The Wlcertainty range of ultimate recovery generally decreases as a field is developed and
produced, However, the uncertainty range as a percentage of remaining reserves may not
alwl)" decrease with time. As a field matures, initial in-place volume. and recovery
should sbin from a volumetric to a performance-based estimate, incorporating the,
additional production data to reduce the uncertainty range. Once the reservoir
performance hal been established with reasonable certainty, a faiiJy smaD difference
,
between low, expectation and high estimates would be' expected. Definition of the low and
high estimates may no longer be of value in mature fields with relatively little Uncertainty
and use of a single expectation estimate should be coesidered in this situation (subject to
'proved area' conditions),
. Figure 5 illustr2tes the n:u:rowing of the uncertainty with veld appraisal and development.
where the expectation remains constant for most of the life
• cycle. This example is also used in Appendix 2 to show the migration of resources between
intemal and external reporting categories during the µeJd life cycle.

· nus is a near ideal example

The reduction in uncertainty based on performance should be adequately reflected in the
annual reserve and scope for recovery estimates for the-field.
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3.32 .Addition of'prolKd RJJtm'J VolllmtJ
· Proved Reserves volumes are added together at various levels (reservoirs. fields, areas etc)
during the resource assessment and reporting process. When Proved reserves are based on
PB5 Of Low estimates, such addition 'could either be arithmetically 01 plobabilist:ically.,
Arithmetical addition usually overstates the untertainty:;ange for the sum of partiany
independent volumes (i.e. the resulting sum of P8S/Low values is too low), but is
appropriate for dependent volumes. Pr~babilistic addition coUld be considered for partially'
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independent volumes when the difference with arithmetic additioft is signific:anl!An
important requirement is, however, thaI addition ofProvedresclVes at or above the
level used for financial depreciation calculations
must be arithmetical for
consistency with financial accounting (see Section 6.1). Below this level, i.e. normally
below the fie)d )eve), an appropriate seJection of the addition method must be made, such
that account is taken of dependency between the volumes to truly reflect the aggregated
P8S/Low /Proved recoverable volume,
Below ue two c:u.mples where the method of addition is important to handle addition
ptoperly.
a) Fjeld.A is comprised of separate layers and the properties of these layers are
independent
of each other, In other words, a low result in one layer would not increase
or decrease the chance of a low result in the other layers, Low, expectation and high
estimates arc calculated for each layer separately, Probabilistic addition should be used
to account for the reduced uncertainty of adding together independent volumes.
Atithmetical addition of these estimates would understate the low estimate and
overstate the high estimate of the total field,
b) A project develops three independent fields as sub-sea satellites connected to one
platfo.nn, In this case, the investment in surface facilities may be totalled for
.depreeiation' and c:onsequendy the reserves estimates should relate to the combined
6e1ds. Probabilistic: addition should be used to calculate the total reserves associated
with the platform.
Careful consjderation should be given to Commercial SFR by proved techniques where
eventual development is only incrementa] to an existing or planned development, These
volumes may have a probability of success (POS) less than one, but with probabilistic
addition will contribute at all levels - low, expectation and high - of reserves estimates,
Examples of where this would app)}' are:
1) A fault block that is not yet tested and rna)' be reasonably interpreted as an extension of
the delineated area of the field, The project itself is technically and commercially

mature, The untested block would be developed through existing field facilities without
significant additional investment other dun additional well$, which is recognised in the
project scope, The uncertainty is g~ologica.l and volumes ate classed as reserves,
2) A phased development where there is uncertainty in the scope (e.g. number of wells) of
II project due to geologi~
Wlcertmty, However, the nature of the project remains
essentially unchanged 'and additional wells could be accommodated within the
fleXibiliry of the field facilities design, then the whole range of recoverable volumes
should be considered in deriving reserves, A scenario tree can be developed to
represent the rangc of outcomes, both in recovered volumes and optimised number of
wells, dependent on geological uncertainty, The uncertainty is resolved, with time,
through planned data glIthezing eventually determining the number of wells. Hence the
volumes can be regarded as technically mature, If one: branch of the scenario tree is not
economic, then the volumes associated with that ann do not contribute to reserves.

)( probabilistic addition is used, it should be ensured that the used methodology and
parameters are documented in the audit trail,

J

Group Arcounn .hould be consulted when considering combining sUlbce C.ciJjti.s {or diU.rent fields (or
depreciaeon purposes.
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4.

GROUP SHARE

Only the Group share of resource volumes is reported, both in su~missions for internal
and-ior external reporting, The Group share is determined by three factors: (1) the
,
contractual share of produced hydrocarbons, as agreed with the resource holders (usually
the host government), (2) the Group share iA the OU or venture that holds the contractual
share, and (3) licence duration and other restrictions,
4.1

Contractual

Share

Resource volumes can be distinguished according to-three different types

0'£ agreement:

Eq~ty, PSC and 'New Contracts'. These are described below.
I f an OU fNYO has interests in several licence areas subject to different contract types, a
separate submission must be made with respect to proved reserves for each of the contract
types. 'This applies in particular to submissions for external reporting, in line with FASB
requirements (see Chapter 6),

4,1,1 £qui!}
Equity resources are the OU Company share of resources in Concessions, Concession
agreements lay down the general terms and conditions of operation. define the !lPplicable
tax rules, the Company share of resources in Concessions and the duration of the
production licence, These agreements are generally with the host govemment, but
the
USA they m'ay also be with the private owners of the mineral rights ("lease or fee"
conveyance of rights to, the operator).
'

m

'4.12 PSC Entillemenl
Entitlement resources are the au Company share of production in acreage governed by a
Production Sharing Contract (psq, The Company entitlement share of production is the
Company interest in the sum of cost oil plus excess cost oil plus profit oil, in accordance
with the PSC terms, The entitlement share is calculated from economic modelling
reflecting current estimates of future costs,

4.1.3 New Con/rarts
In recent years, a number ofresouree holding countries have introduced innovative
production contracts in order to attract investment by for6gn oil companies while
preserving the principle of national resource ownership. These Igreements·typ~cally ,
provide for the contractor to recover costs and profits from hydrocarbon revenues while
holding no title to, or entitlement to receive petroleum resources,

US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) regulations have Jagged behind th~se ,
developments and provide little explicit gwdance Oil reserves disclosure when the risks and ,
rewards of ownership are carried Without legal title to mineral rights,
However, volumes covered by such innovative contracts should be included in external
reports in an Informative way to be consistent with the spirit
the SEC regulations. The
volumes £rom which economic benefit is derived should be reported if aD three of the
following conditions are met:
'

of

1. The OU Company participates in the production operations as either operator oc in
partnership with the operator, and so bears a share of the costs and risks of the
production operations.

r
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2. The OU Company derives future economic value that is direcu)' related to thoevolume
of hydrocarbons produced, For example, a fee expr:c$scd as' a fixed or indexed amount
per barrel of production would constitute a derivl,tion of value from the ptoduced
hydrocarbons, but an operating fec that is Jargdy independent of production would
not. The actual source of revenues used to pay the au is not crucial to this point. For
example, jf the remuneration is determined by $I produced gas volume but paid from oil
revenues, the economic value to the OU is in effect derived from the produced gas,
and this volume should be reported.
3. The OU Company is exposed to the normal risks and rewards associated with
ownership of mineral rights, including the downside and upside from changes in the
value of future production volumes. These include the risk that costs may not be
recovered, due to either Wlccrlainty as 10 the p~esence or magnitude of hydrocarbon
volumes 01' to movemen~~ in petroleum prices,
OUs and NVOs .working under suchcontraers should complete the standard resO\uce
volume submission for the Group/C~mpany interest in these volumes, noting the nature
of the intcresl, Group share of production. is calculated from economic modelling of tota)
financillreward in line with contract terms versus total revenues. Reported volumes should
be in line with the reporting of tradition a)'reserves with regard to royalties and should
therefore reflect the volumes {rom which pre-lax cash flow is derived, As elsewhere, cash
royalties are regatdcd as a production cost (see below).
When an OU is participating in a venture which grants neither tide to, nor an entitlement
to receive petroleum, and which does not satisfy the three criteria above the: OU should
not report reserves Or production volumes. For' example this might occur if the recovery of
costs is gU2unieed against adverse price movements or a shortfall in recovered volumes.

4.2

Group Share in OU

If the Group holds only a paetial share (i.e, less than a 100% share) in the company or
entity that holds the concession or contractual share with the resource owners, thi$ share
must also be accounted for in the reserves submission,
As an exception to this, both Expectation and Proved reserves (internal and external
reporting respectively) are reported on a 1.00%basis fOJ companies in which the Group
holds a controlling (>50%) interest, in line with financial reporting, Minority interest
volumes included in these total reserves are then disclosed separate]y. Prior agreement
must be obtained from Group Finance bel ore such reporting is considered.

4.3

Licence duration and other restrictions

4.;,1

wa"" Dr CDn/rall

ExttnJionJ

For internal rcponin,i putposes, Group shares of the expectation estimates of reserves and
scope for recovery lire recorded for the total producing life, i.e. including the period
beyond the relinquishment date, that is not (yet) covered by II right to extend or by a letter
of assurance (see below). The currently existing licence terms or other anticipated terms
should be assumed for this extrapolation, In addition 10 these full life cycle volumes,
resource volumes ate also recorded ~s limited to .the current licence or its agreed extension
only (total expectation reserves, developed expectation reserves and total commercial scope
for recovery),
For external reportlni. Group sharc of reserves (proved, proved developed) is limited to
future production within the existing licence or contract period, However, production
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beyond the licence or contract period can be included if ther~ is " legal righ(to extend a
production licence or PSC, or if the government has formally indicat~d,that it will favour
substantiated requests for e:lcttbslons in theJl1,ture Qerter of assurlhce). In·that case,
volumes recoverable during the extension period are included in.the Group share,
uswn.i.ng currendy existing or other anticipated terms, Such considerations $hould b~
documented in the annual submission,
, In some countries, the issue or duration ofproduction licences for gas fields is e(fectlveJy
coupled to the conclusion of gas sales contracts. In other areas, a realistic target date for
.initiation must be set for projects that are not yet firmly planned so that the production
(orecast and other screening assumptions can be used to· estimate the v,olulDe produced
before licence or contract expiry.

4.),2 Lon.g Ttr'11ISlIpP!JAlI'lmt71tI
FASB regulations (Re{, 10,69 par, 13) reqUite that quantities of oil or gas subject to
purchase Wlder long term supply, puichase Or similar agreements should be reported
separatdy, If the qu participates in the opention of the properties in whkh the oil or gas
is located or otherwise serves as the "ptO~ueer" of those reserves, as opposed. for example;
to being an independent pU;lch~seI,broker, dea~ef. or importer.
.:.
llle "supply" agtee.menl should be a consequence of the OU acting as producer. This
would.ribt be the case if. for exsmple, others had similar agreements but. did not participate
in the prodcction operations,
'
These net quantities, as weD as the net quantities received Wldcr the agreement dw:iilg-the
yeal, should be included in the end year estimate of reserve volumes (01 exremsl disclosure
form,
'
4,),)

Royal!J '

Outside the USA, Royalty is a payment made to the host govertunent for the production of
mineral resources, It is usually calculated as~ percentage of,revenues (payable in cash) or
production (payable in kind),
.' •
'
'
Where in practice royalty obligations ~e met in ki1!r;J"Q_.e, by delivering oil instead of cash),
the Group share of production and reserveeshould'be
ieponed
..
...
. excluding these volumes,
Where r~yalty is payable in casfl or is ht pl:ulciple p~yable in kind but. f:}tegovernment bas
ConnaUy elected to jeceive, o{customawy rectiy~i;:"paiment ill 'casn, Group share of
production and reserves should;be ~epor~ed including these equivaJenuoyalty volumes,

to

or

Within the USA. Royalties are{payable
the owner
the mineral r::ighI5, who c~ either
be a private or a public entity (e,g, Ststegovemment).
In line with SEC regulations, these
. are alw~ys excluded from Group reserves whether paid in cash or in kind, (or US
propernes,
4,).4 Ovef·Ritlinl, Royalty

111 the USA, there are often 'Overriding-Rcyalties' payable to the owner of mineral rights or,
third patties, These shares of reserves are excluded from Group reserves, Third party
s:
overriding Royalties payable to Shell are included
4.3.5 VoJllmeJ f1andl vented and

OlVlt

Jilt

in Group reserves,

"

Group share volumes must exclude any volumes flared/vented and 'own use'. (fuel for
production facilities, compressors etc) in the upstream .operations prior to transfer of the
~
.
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velumes to the buyer (Third Party' or 'Downstream').

lllis;s

con~stent with

the

definitions applied for e.g. Gu Production available for Sales from own,reserves (GPatS).
as applied in the Ceres production submissions through the f.inance syftem (see GF1M ref.
11),
' .
4,.1.6 FlU ill lUnd
Third Parties may in some cases·pay Fc~, in Kind Of rariff in Kind (TIl<) for the use of
infrastructure (e.g. pipeline tariff, processing fee), Such volumes received by the company
(to the extent that they originate from non-Group owned resources) do not constitute a
Group share in resources and should be excluded from reported volumes, Condensate
volumes recovered {tom a pipeline system related to transportation of Third Party gas
.volumes and sold by the company are equivalent to fees-In-kind received . .AUfees-in-kind
received should be included as a purchased volume in the, company accounts.
Where a company paya fees in kind (from its own fields/resources) to a 11Urd Party, these
do constitute a Group share in resources and should be included in the reported volumes.
Annual volumes produced and used 1$ fees in kind should be included in saJes volumes.
with associated revenues (at an agreed or fair market value) equivalent to booking ot the
incurred operating cost,
4.J.1 Vllw/O",r Lift
Group shart should also anow for any hisronc under or over lift by partners Ot
govemment. A Group historic over lift should be reflected as an equivalent reduction of
Group reserves, a Group historic under lift as an equivalent increase of Group reserves,
Group mare should reflect impact of swap deals between fields where early production
capacity in one is traded versus later production repayment by the other.

Treatment of rake-or-pay volumes should be aligned with financial treatment of the cash
received and booking of production volumes,
'
4,),8 Opm Atrrll!l
Group share of volumes is-non-existent in open acreage and acreage for possible
acquisition or farm-in,
'
4.J.9 CMltmittt4 Gal IWtf'l.lt1

Total volumes of expectation gas reserves within licence. which have been sold
(committed) under long and short term contractual agreements, )n countries with a
manue/deregulated gas market an gas reserves, which have a near certainty of market rskeup can be classified as 'committed'.

4.3.10

Committable Gos Rmms

Volumes of gas reserves, which have not been sold, but could be sold (committable) under
contrsctual agreements, The sum of committed and committable gas reserves should equal
expectation gas reserves within licence, Gas resource volumes, which are classified as scope
for recovery due to Jack market availal;lility,should not be included.
4.). 11

I

Gas R,.j"jtCtioTl

Gas volumes re-injected in a reservoir, for pressure maintenance, gas conservation,
Underground Gas Storage (UGS, including cushion gas), or other reasons, without
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transfer o{ ownership, remain part of I company's resource: base and should be included
in ~e Group resource e:stim~,!es.These: gas volume.s should be clai,sj{jed a~~ reported as
reserves or SFR, depending on the recovery anticipated through fu~c: developments (e.g.
falcing into account anticipated Ie-saturation 1055e5').
,

"I

Gas,vo)umes re-injected in an UGS project on'beh~l~of i Third Party (foUowing lllinsfe.r
ownership by the company to this party) do no~ constin\te a Group share in resources
andshould be excluded from reported volumes,
-r.
~

of

4.),1'2

.

Oil Sa"dI

Petroleum volumes (heavy oil, bitumen, syncrude, gas, liquids, etc.) recovered from.
unconventional reservoirs (oil sands, tar sands. coals, oil shales) by a "manufactUring"
'.
process must be reported separatelyIrom the conventional resource base. 'This sh~ul~
, also include conventional reservoirs where recovery OCC\lJ'S through a mining operanon.
However, conventional reserves or SFR can be: claimed {or otherwise unconventional
reservoirs if the petroleum is recovered in its natural state and original location (i.e., has not
been ,~manufactuted" in situ by alteration from natural state) through the usc of
conventional methods (weDs). Examp)!=Sof this ut coal bed methane produced from 'Wells
or heavy oil produced from wells using cotlyentional thermal recovery methods. (Also see .
SEC definitions, Appendix 3 C4.)

e.

-,
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RESOURCE VOLUMES FOR lNTERNAL REPORT·ING
(EXPECl'ATJON RESERVES AND SFR)

The reported volumes must comply with the Shell Group guidelines c:~tained in this
report. Only the Group share of expectation reserves, SFR and production (sales volumes)
is reported (Chapter 4).
5.1

Expectation Reserves

Reserves are the sales quantities anticipated to be produced and monetised (rom a
discovered field associated through ptoject(s) that is/are technically and commercially
mature (see Section 2,3). Petroleum volumes must have been demonstrated to be
producible through wells from the field,
.A malket must reasonably be expected to be available for the hydrocarbons, particuJady
for gas reserves (Section 2.3.4),
'
The production forecast, and therefore the reserves, must be cut of( at the point where
cash generation becomes negative, i.e, when operating eosrs (with appropriate treatment of
abandonment costs) exceed sales revenues after royalties. If the remaining tail production
is significant, i-t may be booked as Non-Commercial SFR. (see below),
Production forecasts should reflect volumes available for-sale taking inro account aD system
constraints. abandonment timing, expected operational performance (planned and
unplanned deferment), production quota restrictions, contrserual sales volumes, market
and other expected peoduction limitations (community disturbance etc.).

I

The historical production and production forecasts (i.e. reserves) must be adjusted for any
volumes flared/vented and 'own use' (see Section 4.3.5),
5.1,1

Expldl1li()}1

DttltJqpeJ

lUJtn>tJ

Developed reserves must be producible through existing completions and facilities, using
existing operating methods, Volumes behind pipe can only be considered developed if the
completion activities' cost does not exceed 10% of the cost of a new wen. See section 2,4,]..
Developed reserves should in principle be estimated through extrapolation of existing weD
performance trends. The resulting forecast should tepresenl the production that will be
contributed by the existing wells through the currently .installed facilities, assuming .no
future development activity (NFA forecast), For the fuU conditions, see Section 2.4,1,
$,1.2

E:..ptdatiOll

UndtJltlopeJRmrvts

Undeveloped reserves require capital.investment in future projects, which must be
technically and commercially mature (Section 2,3), In order to assess commercial viability
of these reserves, the wells and activities must be clearly identified, 10gether with their

costs,

I For a more extensive description
5.2

see Section 2~4,2.

Scope for Recovery

Scope for Recovery is the recovery estimate of any notional project, which cannot yet be
shown with sufficient confidence to be techrucallv or commercially mature (see section
2,5),
The economic evaluation should include any future pre-investment costs required to
reduce technical uncertainty. ,
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In the case of immature projects, the associated scope {or recovery may be reported as a
single estimate (or the unrustounted 'average 'recoveries in the case t6f success (mean
success volume, MSV) together with II probability of success (POS), For aggregation
purposes the nsked expectation volumes are used (pOS*MSV),
Scope.for Recovery is subdivided into fout distinct categories: Commercial SFR by proved
techniques, Commercia] SFR by unproved lechpiques, Uncliscoverd commercial SFR and
Non-commercial SFR. Details are ~ien in sectlon 25.
,.
.
.
The volumes reported fOJ the four SFR resource catcg9!ies are based on fun life cycle, i.e.'
without consideration of production licence expUy, In additicn, total Commercial SFR
witJi.jri licence should also be reported.
' :' "

.

5,3

...

'.

and Cumulative .Production
.,Ari.nuai
....

"'.!\h~ual sales volumes are reported both~through the annual reserves submissions and
through the Finance systqn '(Ceres)'! -Both submissions fuld their separate ways into the
• GrQup,Ann1,1a}~eport
consistenty"js of utmost importance, "Production Operations
2.n(tFinllnc~ l~nction' r?y'~I.r~c::~n~~,their ~~¤s prior to any submission~ Annual,
qil/NGL production {C;res line O~~3}.andGas Production available for Sales from own
reserves (GPafS) (CCf~ line 91391 as ~porte~ in the upstream sector in Ceres must equal
the volumes reported ~ the annual resource statement using jhe appropriate unit
conversion factors, Thi! definition for gas reserves ~nd the definition for Gas Production
available for Sale (see GFIM ref 11) are fuDy align~d (both excluding fl~t~/vent and own
use).
. "
":, ': . '

~na

The resource volume category 'Cwnu1ati\'~ P~o~~ction' pc;rtains to s~arion
of the
annually reported l'eatly sales quantities of production volumes up to the date of reporting.
Separate records must be kept of both anm:i:µGroup share and ~ field produced volumes
if the Group share percentage has changed over the y~ars.
'5,4

Volumes Initially In Place

The petroleum volume Initially In Place (IIP),is expressed in volumes of Stoek Tank Oil
Jmtia.lJy In Place (STOIIP), Condensate Initially in Place (C1IP) andGas Initially In Place
(GIJp) under standard conditions, For standard c.ondinons the same PVT dab must be
used as adopted fo~ the reporting of field recoveries:

If is necessary to maintain records of both the tun field ~ci the current Group share inplace volumes if ownership percentage of the properties has changed or islikely to change'
over the years.

r
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6.

RESOURCE VOLUMES FOR EXTERNAl.

REPORTING

(PROVED

RESERVES)

••
6.1

Proved Reserves

Proved ReSU1'C:sarc:defined as those reserves that are reported extc:.tn~)' in the Group
Annual Report and through annual submissions to the SEC, A clear distinction is mllde
between these externally reported Proved reserves and intetn~
maintained PBS or Low
volumes. This'is explained in Chapter 3. in particular Section 3,2. Only the Group share
of Proved reserves (sales volumes) is reported (Chapter 4).
Extctnally reported reserves volum~s' serve rwo important purposes - finlUlciaJ accounting
and investor assessment, Financial accounting generaDy uses Proved developed reserves to
calculate the depreciation of EP Business capital investments (GFIM. Ref, t t). The
amount of depredation affects the Group's book eamiags, which are also eJ."tcmaUy
reported, Shareholders and the investment commUnity use the reported volumes and
earnings to assess the performance and value of the company. It is th~efotc essential that
extenlaUy reported proved reserves volumes are a true reflection of shareholder value. .
Proved developed and Proved total (developed+undevelcped)
resetVcs and annual
production are reported (or oil, gas and NGL sales quantities as at the 1st olJanuary of
each year, The reported volumes must comply with the SheD Group guidelines for reserves
as contained in this report (summarised in Appendix 1). Group guidelines are based on
SEC definitions, with some interpretations that have been accepted by external auditors
(see sec,tiofl 3.2 2nd .Appendix 4),
.Reserves should be based on technicaDy.and commercially mature projects (Section 23).
Only the Group share of proved reserves snd production (sales volumes) is reported
(Chapter 4), Proved reserves should be reasonably certain to be produced and sold during
the remaining period of existing production licences and agreements (Section 4,3,]). Any
applicable government restrictions on oil export and contractual or practical market
linUtations to gas delivery rates 'should be taken into account.
Proved reserves should be consistent with the 'proved area' ali defined by SEC/FASB and
interpreted by SIEP (Section ),2), In cases where there iseoasiderable uncertainty in fluid
eontacts, the P8S or Low estimate should be compared with the SEC proved are~ method.
e.g, :applying the criterion of lowest known hydrocarbon. if not disproved by performance.
]{ the two reserve estimates should be sign.i6c!l1ldydifferent from each other. a
reconciliation should be made by the au to assure itself that the reported reserves are a
true reflection of shareholder value,
Asset holders should be aware of the differences between probabilistic and deterministic
techniques (Section 3.1) since third parties, e,g. ~~ buyers and hence external reserves
auditors for certification, may adopt different practices,
6,1, 1 Prow" DilltlgptJ

RtIlfJltJ

Developed reserves must be producible through currently existing completions, with
installed facilities, using existing operating methods, Volumes behind pipe can oruy be
considered developed if additional activities require only minor future investment not
exceeding 10% of the cost of a new well, See Section 2.4,1,
Proved developed reserves shou1d in principle be estimated {rom extrapolations of existing
well performance trends (Section 2.4.1), For recen t1r developed fields, the original predevelopment model proiection~ (updated fOT observed well data and well rates) may be
used.
.
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In line wjth recommended Group practice (Section 3,2), Prov~d developed reserves in new
developed fields shouJµ be derived from a 'reasonably Ferrain' $cen~rio (best estimate) of
anticipated field production, based on the Expectation (post-drill 'proved area)
\'oJumeu:ic$. With increasing cumulative production, the Prayed estimate should gradually
grow until it equals the Expectation estimate when the: field is msture. .A mature field, is
. broadly seen to be a field with a maturity ratio (cumulative production divided by
expectation' ultimate recovery) of 40% or more,

.'
UndeVeloped reserves require C2pit~1investment in future projects"(new wells md/ar
production facilities) in order to be produced. These projects mast be technic~y and
com.mezcialJy mature (Section 2,4,2),
Proved undeveloped reserves in undeveloped 6elch should be based on :a 'reasonably
certain' scenario oC anticipated future performance, consistent with pre-development '
'prove'd area' volume tries. If probabilistic- estimation lS used, the' P8S value should tie
,consistent with this scenario and volumetzics.

.:.:.....:.

....
...... ,.,.,.. .

Proved undeveloped reserves in new or recently developed fields should be derived [rom a
'reasoJllbly'certain' scenario (best estimate) of future wells~(and :lctiVities1 pttfomance,
based on the Expectation (ulltia) post.diil1 'proved area' volumetrics. With .incrcasing
cumulative production through existing wells, th.t:,u.nc.crtaintiesregarding the performance
of future wells should giaduall)' diminish, such that Proved undevelcped reserves cm be
. taken a~ equal to Expectation reserves for JUDy mature fields (broadJy with :a maturity ratio
of 80% or more). However, there may"stiUbe uncett~ties 'teglltding the future wells thlt
. are not addressed by the current wens' performance (e.{oew horizontal we!h in a field .
previously developed through conventional wells), which lnllY require tJ?eProved, estimates
stilJ to be somewhat conservative.
. .'. ,
~. T..J Extemal Finl1l1nng
For projects
new venture
reserves are
some viable

which require some degree of external financing (e.g. LNG projects, major.
start-ups), project financing must be expected to be available before proved
disclosed extemally. This could, by exception, be a reason why the reserves of
projects are excluded from external reporting,
I

6,1.4

ImprolJea Ruo..,ry Prry'tcts in E>tttrnal

DiJ(JofllrtJi

Advances in reservoir modelling techniques have grea~y,enhanced the systematic
assessment of p.roject recoveries across the full range of uncertainties, increasing
confidence in the use of simulation results as the basis for investment decisions and
reserves estimation,
improved quantification has in some cases 'shown that pilot
testing is not necessary prior to project commitment (based on a Value of Information
approach). Under these circumstances, 'recovery from improved recovery projects (e,g,
fluid injection, reservoir blowdown) may be considered Proved when the following three
conditions are met:

nus

,. I} A comprehensive assessment of uncertainties results in confidence that the actual
volume will be greater than the low estimate,

'

,

2) The m:al.n features of the recovery process are supported by confirmed responses in

analogous reservoirs,

.
,
• 3) Project financing has been obtained or is expected to be obtained without a pilot
testing phase,
(
i
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In the case of improved gas recovery, 'the lldditional conditions in the foUowing section
also apply,

..
'

6_1,.$ ProJlfti Gas RtStrvtJ ana marleet QllfJilabiJi!y
In addition to the foregoing conditions, proved reserves of natural gas should include only

quantities faUing in the fono~"ing categories:
1) that are contracted to sales; or
2} that can be considered as reasonably certain of being sold based on a reasonable
expectation of the availability of markets. along with transportationl delivery facilities
that are in place; or

3) that, whilst not fttmly planned, have been earmarked for future development and hence
may reasonably be anticipated to be sold based upon expectation of availability of
markets and project financing,
These restrictions also apply to the external disclosure of condcnsate/NGL
are subjcct to the go-ahead of a non-associated gas project,

products that

For major gas projects critically depending on new gas market capture, proved reserves
booking should generally be postponed until agreements have been signed, gcnctaUy at or
afOWld project sanction (FlO),
6,1.6 Pf'fMJ RtltrwJ

fIl

Expectation

R.utM.l

Forrcastl

The development scenarios (m particular the timings of successive future field
developments) for Proved and Expectation reserves do not need to be the same, It is
reasonable to assume that whatever. forecast has been assumed {or the Expectation case
can also be met by disappointing (i,e. Proved) reserves realisations in the fields, simply by
accelerating their development. This is particularly important in cases where the
.Expectation forecast is capped by overall production rate constraints or production quota.
The resulting Proved forecast willof course decline from plateau eadiet than the
Expectation forecast, but during initial years they should be the same, nus wiD avoid losing
too much proved reserves beyond licence expiry. when applicable.
6.1.7 1jpu qf A,grttllltllli
Under US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) regulations, separate disclosure is
required for oil and gas volumes applicable to different types of licence or contract
agreements, see also section 4,.1, .These requirements are illustrated in Figure 6.
6,1,8 MillfJri!,1 InlMII

Reserves are reported on a 100% basis {or companies in which the Group holds a
controlling interest (in line, with financial reporting) rather than on a Group share basis,
Minority interest volumes included in the total proved reserves are disclosed separate I}"
Such inclusion of minority interest requires prior agreement with Group Finance, See also
section 4.2,

6.2

Annual Production

Annual sales volumes are reported both through the annual reserves submissions and
through the Finance system (Ceres), Both submissions find their separate ways into the
Group Annual Report and consistency is of utmost importance, Production Operations
and Finance functions must reconcile their figures prior to :lny submission. Annual
FO'A confidentlaled
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oil/NGL production (Ceres line 09331 and Gas Production ahilabIe fot Sales from' own
reserves (GPaiS) [Ceres line 9130] as reported in the upstream sector in Ceres must equal
the volumes reported in the ~nnual resource sta1etneni using
'aPpropriate unit
conversion fsetors. The ddinition (or gas reserves and the defWtion for Gas Production
available for Sale (see GFIM ref, 11) are fully aligned (both excluding flue/vent and own
use),

the

Naturally, the annual-sales volumes reported in the opening and closing balances for
Proved and Expectation reserves should be identical in both submissions, .
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RESOURCE VOLUME MANAGEMENT, REP.ORTING,
RE,SPONSIBIUTIES AND AUDITS

... :
• ~':".

#

'~I('
. '-:

,

·

Value Realisation

,

The:'most important objective of resource volume management is the progression 0'( the
\lo.urnes to the point where ma.ximum value is realised, The tllaln purpose of the interosl
classi6cation scheme tied 10 the development life cycle is to enable understanding of the.
pOlel)tW value and the actions needed to mature volumes, 1n order to achieve business '. ~ ,
. growth lind reserves replacement objectives, it is essential that OUs and NVOsh~~~. . '" .•
efficient sysfems fO move volumes through the value chain from scope (or recove_r:yto
production and sales as shown in the cascade model.

'.

OUs and NV05 inremaJ reserve management systems should:
a) Set targets and monitor actual performance
~~~

in maturing volumes 'towards value
~

b) Fully invenforise and have maturation plans lot Scope for ~eco\'ezr dppottutUtic!.
c) Regularly (annually) review ultimate recovery targets for existing ~eJas and identi.fy
what activity - appraisal, study, new technology development; coiJunercial agreement;
etc, - is required to reach these targets,
d) Have Key Performance Indicators (KPJ's) to measure performance (e,g, reserves
repbcement .ratio, scope for recovery maturation ratio, time between discovery and
first production)~
~.'.

7.2

Shareholder

Requirements

EP Planning will communicate each year to OUs and NYOs s timetable and details about
submission requirements for both .internal and external reporting.
'

,-:. ~}.

Volumes will be reported based on the classification systems described in this report.
Additional information is reponed for the calculation of the SfandaIdized Measure
.required by the US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB),
7.3

Methods and Systems

OUs and NVOs are responsible for selecting the methods and systems that ate technically
most appropriate for quantifying the resource 'Volumes of their assets consistent with these
guidelines, The preferred methods .aitd systems may v~ry depending on the rype of
resource and with time as the resource matures and technology improves,
'
,

and

.

A variety of commonly used Group
3rd party systems are available to support tesource
volume assessment. Group systems are tailored to these requirements and methods and
will generally provide an inherent level of quality assurance through input constraints,
internal calibrations, and other 'reality checks'. Where more generalised 3rd party systems
are used, OU and RBD management should ,be a'wa~eof the greatet burden of quality
control that will be requited.
'
The 'Group Reserves Auditor will review decisions on methods artd systems duririg the '
. periodic audits. As far as these methods have an impact orrthe estimation of externally
; reported resource volumes, the Group Reserves Auditor will ensure that recommended
methods are acceptable to the external auditors,
In some cases, OUs and NVOs may be unable to follow Group guidelines and/or
recommended practice, due to government requirements, hardware constraints or other
~
,
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reasons, It is the responsibility of the au Reserves Custodian to brtng such cases
attention of the Group Reserves Auditor. to enable him to obtain extemalauditors'
approval of the OUs and NV 0$ specific methods and systems.
...

7.4

'0

the

Responsibilities and Audit Requirements

7,4.1 EP Pl4nniltl. RuponsibiljtitJ
EP'Planning is responsible for compilation of the Group statistics of resource volumes. the
analysis thereof and the communicatio» to other functions, EP Planning also mainlWts the
resource volume guidelines, '
7,4.2 R,Jtl'l'ts Auditor Responsibililier
The Group Reserves Auditor will carry out regular detailed reserves reviews in OUs and
NVOs to ensure compliance with SEC requirements. The Terms of Reference for SEC
Audits are included in Appen~
5. The external auditor will verify the, Proved reserves data
for extemaJ reporting,
.

7.4.3 Opmztinl UIIi!RuptJII.tibililjtS
Within OUs and NVOs, a Management System shouJd be established (see Reference 6).
clearly dctining intemalreporting requirements. tasks and responsibilities. Technical and
Financial functions must co-ordinate and receneile their figures (particuJarly production
. volumes) prior to subrnission.
AU levels in an OU, including Asset managers and the reservoir engineer preparing the
individual field reserves estimates, should be aware of the importance of externally
reponed reserves (proved, Proved developed) an4 their .impact on .financial indicators.
Asset and Oll managers arc: responsible to ensure that the guidelines are implemented in
such a way as to best represent to the shareholders the true value of the asset.
1.4,4 N()n-Op',.alttl

Rt.ltnJtl

Where SheD is not the operator, the local Shell EP representative should prepare the
reserves submission, In this case the Shell representative has the responsibility oC easuring
that resource volume assessments by the opexatoI are aligned with Group guidelines before
submission. This may include reclassification of volumes between reserves and SFR
categories where the operator's criteria differ from Group criteria. As usual, an audit trail
(Note for file) should be available to document the: reserves estimate:
If there is no EP representative or if the necessary data are not .In..ailable locally, then the
submission is prepared by SIEP (responsible RBA),
7.4.5 Anltlfal RtIII"ewoJPe1roitlllJt RzIOUfTtJ
Until] 995, the Annual Review of Petroleum Resources (ARPR) was a constituent
document of the annual EP Programme Documentation, providing an inventory of the
status of petroleum resources. While OUs and NVOs no longer submit ARPR's to SIEP.
the compilation of such an overview report will generally be necessary to satisfy the
requirements of au governance and as such will be a key dement of the OU reserves
Management System referred to above,
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i.4.6 Allthl TfTlil
J\ udic tnils form an essential element in the reserves repor~g pro;,cess ,and ate an
indispensable: tool Corthe Gioup Reserves ,Auditor t~ :lSsess the quality of the reserves
estimates. They should support and document the submineo figures and ensure that OU
management understand anq own the reserves submissions to SIEP. They also fonn an
essential link in banding over 'resource estimates between field reservoir engineers and
. rese1'\!es co-ordinators and their successors.

For aU the reported resource volumes an audit trail must be available of the assumptions
made and processes foUowed, 'This,will allow any subsequent assessor to modity these
estimates based on new information in a reconcilable manner, Thus, evahlltion reports
mU5t be. compiled (preferably on a field basis) giving the basic datat the way it hu been
inte.tpteted and processed, the development options considered, and the resultlnt volumes
with the assigJ1ed probabilities. In addition, a description should be given of the
development strategy, including data gathc:ting activities, These reports may be working.
IDes (if acceptable to local auditors), botit ;s recommended to make a duplicate 'for .6Je' .in ,
order Co ensure that the data are prcsp:ved in field reports,
,Where subsequent small revisions are made ..~ update note must be i:ompilcd. Multiple
'changes may be combined irt one overall update of the resource volumes if they aUbelong
to the same change categoty, After several years of small changes or foDowing a
development study, a new evaluation report must be issued. When a proposed change has a
·sign.i6cant impact on the Company's total"reserves or financials, StEP should he advised at
the earliest opporronity,

l ..

Guidelines on how to prepare a good audit trail, with suggested formats for tables etc. can
be found on the Shell World Web (Reference ,12).

t:llf
l-:.!.:.

r. _

i
:
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i Portion of internally reponed Expectallon reS8riQs,(S. conditions below). that is
I'feasonably ceriain'. Additional conditions:"
'
Restricted by 'licence periOdS, government constraints and mark&tlimilations,
External financing, when used, must be expected 10 be available,
Detel7llinistically estimated volumes -shoUld reflect undefined fluid contacts and
I untested recoverx mechanisms ('proved area],
Prov'ed
~roved reserves prodUCible throuQh existing completions and
i Oeveloped
Installed facilities using existing operation methods.
Reserves
Consistent with 'proved area',
'.
Outstanding project activities considered completed 11remaining
cost <1'0% of total, 'Behind pipe' volumes only if cost <10% 01 well
I

~. ~
i:
D

1.. iJJ
tt

I

•

~

!

I
~
"0

11:'

~
2

'.5

cost.,

a.

,

Proved
Undeve'oped
Reserves-

Pr~v~d reserves Which require future capital investment (wells
and/or faciliiies).
, "
COnsiStent with 'proved area', .'••
AecovelY. t~~hlliql!es musL~ ~dven
'in the rock volume' .
. Projeclls"lechnicaily
and-commerdil"y
mature', .
M~sl be commeI'CiaPy viable;. formal project approval or economic viability not •
I required,
'
,
~ Market Is reasonably expected to be available.
=: 'Includes only production with posilive cash flow.
!Not restrtcted by licence period,
.
,
IGroup share only reported.
Developed'
Reserves producible through existing complet~
and installed
:J Reserves .
faCilities, iJsing eXisting operation methods
'
¥
Outstanding project activities considered completed if remaining
I
cost,<fo~ ri! Igtst 'i:lehind pipe' volumes only if cost <10% of
!
well cost..
,., ..
I Undeveloped Res9rves' which reqlJire:capital investmE!nt (welis andlor facilities)
I Raserves
.'..;
,,' . ' c

i

I

..

I.

!'Ii
!'I

iProject i$ technically'or

commerciallY.02!

I

maMe

I Not restricted by licence period.
'
IGroup- share onlY~rted,
_
__
! CommerCial
Discovered.
SFR by
Commercially viabie.
Proved
Techniques have bee~ proved to be feasible in this resource.
I Techniques
A sound technical project proposal is not pOssible yet due to
large range of technical uncertainty andlor due to market
unav8ilabn!t~,
I Commercial
Discovered,
~ SFR by
Commercially viable,
~ Unproved
Recoverable by techoiqu~s that have been successful elsewhere,
II: Techniques
but cannot yet be demonstrated to be feasible in this field, ,
~
Laboratory wOrk or Irials elsewhere have a reasonable chance of
demonstrating feasiblHty in this field,
o
Discounted for the risk that the considered technique will not
~
, , prove to be feasible.
Non,: ;,
,•
Discovered,
. Commercial
. Not commercially viable even il technically successful.
I SFR
Commercially
viabl~ wItt! a change of commerCial circumstances,
I'
'UnitTet:hnical COSl'beiOVl an'annuall advised cei!!!!9.:...
Undiscovered
Recovery from undrilled prospects.
COIr!_!ne;cia!
Commercially viab'e ~xploiation and development.
I SFR
•
Techniques have been successful elsewhere under similar
I
conditions,
Discou'1ted lor the risk that commercial volumes ar~ not present,

I

I

t

I
L

iI

.

'j

I

I

I

,'
r
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SEC PROVED RESERVES DEFINITIoNS
:

.If

Transcribed from the Handbook of SEC Accounting :{nd Disclosure 1998. pases F3-63 to
P3·64 (Ref. 8). For a recent clarification by SEC, se;, Ref. 9.
PfTMd Rtltl'Vll
Proved reserves are the estimated quantities of crude oil,' natural gas, and natural gas liquid~
which geological and engineering data demonstrate with reasonable certainty io.be
recoverable in fpture yeus from known reservoirs under, exisbn$ economic and .~pcrating
conditions, i.e, priCes and costs as of the date the estimate is made, Prices include
consideration of changes in existing prices provided only by contractual arrangements, but'
not on escalations based upon future conditions,
A.

'

Reservoirs are considered proved jf economic producibility is supported by ~thet
actual production or conclusive fonnation test supports. The ~re.a of a resetvoir
considered proved includes: '
'
.

1) that portion delineated by drilling and defined by gas-oil and/or oil-wster contacts, if
any,and
2) the immediately adjoining portions not yet drilled, but which can be reasonably judged
as economically productive on the basis of available geological and engineering data. In
the absence of infonnation on fluid contacts, the lowest known structural occurrence
of hydrocarbons controls the lower proved limit of the reservoir.
B,

Reserves which can be produced economically through application of
recovery techniques (such as fluid injection) are included in the "proved"
when successful testing by a pilot project, or the operation of art installed
... the reservoir, provides support for the engineering analysis on which the
program was based.

C.

improved
classification
program in
project 01

Estimates of proved reserves do not include the following:

I) oil that may become available from known reservoirs but is classified separately as
"indicated additional reserves";
2) crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids, the recovery of which is subject to
reasonable: doubt because of uncertainty as to geology, reservoir characteristics, or
economic factors;
3) crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids, that may occur in undrillcd prospects; .and
4) crude oil. natural gas, and natural gas liquids, that may be recovered from oil shales,
coal (excluding certain coal-bed methane gas). gilsorute and other such sources .
.Prrwtd Dtlll/oped

RtJtrotJ

Proved developed reserves are reserves thaI can be expected to be recovered through
existing wells with existing equipment and operating methods, Additional oil snd gas
.expeeted 10 be obtained through the application of fluid injection or other improved
recovery techniques for supplementing the natural forces and mechanisms of primary
recovery should be included as "proved developed reserves" only after testing by a pilot
project or after the operation of an installed program has confirmed through production
response that increased recovery will be achieved,

'-'-~"
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. ProwJ VnJtWIDpttl Rmrves
Proved undeveloped reserves ate reserves thaf arc expected to be recovered from new
wells on undrillcd acreage. or from existing wells where a relatively tnarot expenditurt is
required for re-completion, Reserves on undzilled acreage shall be limited to those drilling
units offsecting productive units that are reasonably certain of production when drilled,
Proved reserves for other undriUed units can be daimed only where, it can be demonstrated
with certainty that there is continuity of production from the existing productive
fonnation, Under no circumstances should estimates {or proved undeveloped reserves be
:attributable to any acreage for which an application of fluid injection or other improved
.recovery techniques is contemplated; unless such techniques have been proved effective by
actual tests in the area and in the same reservoir,
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OF SECRESERVES'

.0

SEC DeflnHion

,Shell Interpretation

Reasonable certainty; Proved
Area Includes portion
delineated by drining and
defined by gas-oil andlor oilwater contacts, if any, and the
immediately adjoining
portions not yet cItilled (il
supported by geological and
engineering data). In the
absence of informal/on on
fluid contacts, the lowest
known structurar occurrence
01 hydrocarbons controls the
lower proved limit of the
reservoir. Extended by
production evidence, if
conclusive.

Proved area deNneated by tluid levQIs as int&rpreted from
pressures i!llhe reservoir, Laterally confined to areas 01
good and continuous seismic amplitudes, not beyond
potentially sealing barriers, Extended by prodUCtion ' '
evidence II conclusive.
Proved 'developed reserves In !'lew developed fields derived •
Irom a 'reasonably certain' scenario (best estimate) 01
current wells' luture production, based on the Expectation
post-drill 'proved area' volumetrics. With increasing
cumulative production, the Proved estimate should grow
towards the Expectation estimate when the field is mature
(maturity ratio, i.e, cumulative production divided by
expectation uHimate recovery, of some 40% or mora),
Proved oncIevelOped reserves ~n new Of r~ently developed
fields derived from a 'reaSonably certain' scenario (best
estimate) Of future wells' production, ba8ed on the
Expectation initial post-drin 'proved area' volumetrics. With
increasing cumulative production, proved reserves should
grow towards Expectation reserves for tully mature fields
(maturity ratio ot sOfTIe 80% or more). Some exceptions may
justi'v lOwer ProvedlExaeclation
ratios.
Prices fixed by SIEP ca. 8 months prior to.estimale dale, but
amended if there is a subsequent sig_nlflcant change,
Costs fixed by bUs and NVOs at date of estimate. Aat MOO
costs must be supported by technology plans to show that
implied cost reductions are viable,
Technically and.commercially mature (I.e, posilive
discourned .reallel'J'Tls cash flow tor sufficient range of
scenarioS).
.
Producibility should norm any be demonstrated by a
conclusive test, bul may be based on log or core evaluation
in an area where many similar reservoirs have been
conclusively tested,
.
Reserves from improved recovery processes are normally
included fOllowing an in·situ test; by analogy with the same
process being used elsewhere under Similar conditions. or
occ~slonally as a result 01 lab tests or Simulation studies.
Reserves associated with 8 firmly planned pilot can be
booked,
Include only gas contracted or reasonably expected to be
sold ..'
Existing wells, installed facilities and existing operallnQ
melhods, Outstanding project activities can be considered
existing if outstanding costs are minor (<;10"/. of project) and,
approved, Includes volumes behind pipe if future costs are
minor (<10"10 of a.new well),

Fixed RT
prevailing
Fixed RT
prevailing

prices at level
at date of estimate
costs at level
at date of estimate,

Economic producibllily

Producibility supported by
either aclual production or
conclusive formatiOn tesl
supports
Improved recovery processes
included only atter successful
testing by a pilot project or
. the operation Of an installed
program

'A gas markel must exist'
Developed reserves. are from
exlsling wells (including minor
cost ra·completions), existing
faCilities an~ operating
methods

for Extem.1 Reporting
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SEC RESERVES AUDITS - TERMS OF RBFERENCE

•

The purpose! of the SEC Reserves Auwt is to verify that appropriate pr'l.ceases are in place
in the OU 1'0 ensure that the proved and proved developed reserves estimates for external
(SEC) reporting arc prepared in accordance with the latest Group prescribed guidelines
(SIEP 2001.1100/1101) and the FASB Statement of Financial Accounting Standards 110.69 '

(SFAS.69).
The Audit will be earned out by the Group Reserves Auditor, His speciSe tasks during the
audit shall be:
.
1) To 'Verify the technical maturity of the reported proved and proved developed reserves.
~stirnates by assessing the quality of the engineering data and study' work suppo.rting
the estimates and by verifymg that undeveloped reserves are based on identifiable
projects that can be considered tcchnicallJ mature.
2) To verify the commercial maturity of the reported reserves volumes by assessing the
robustness of project economics and by establishing that these volumes can reasonably
be expected to be sold in present or futurc markets.
3) To verify the 'reasonable certainty' of the reserves estimates by asselSing th~ validity of
Wl~crtainty ranges used for their constituent parameters, by verifying that estimates ate
realistic: in comparison with expectation estimates, by verifying that appropriate
methods arc used (or mature 1iC]dsand by establi&hing that appropriate methods of
reserves addition (probabilistic / arithmetic) have been applied,
4) To verify that the Group share of proved and proved developed volumes bas been
calculated properly snd that these volumes are producible within prevailing licence
periods.
.
5) To verify that reponed volumes are up-to-dare and consistent with previoes estimates,
that changes are reported in the ,appropriate categories and that appropriate audit trails
are in place for the study work supporting the reported reserves estimates.
6) To verify that reported reserves are net sales volumes and that the reported annual
production (sales) volumes a,re consistent wi~ those reported in submissions to Group
Finance.
In case of deviations from the Group and FASB guidelines, the auditor shaD establish
whether and to what extent resulting estimates are likely to differ signi6candy from those
that might be expected from the application of the standard guidelines.
The audit will be' carried out by reviewing the reserves estimation and submission process
duougb interviews of OU staff and by 'liking at random a number of fields for detailed
analysis,
The frequency of the audit will in principle be once every four years for etch au, with,
possibility to extend this period to five years for medium and small OUs, Major reserves
changes or concerns expressed during a previous audit may require an advancement of the
next audit, For an au reporting reserves for the first time, the first audit will in principle
be within two years of this first submission.
The audit will in principle be carried out on au premises and will be based on
documentation available in the OU, Assistance of au staff may be called upon,
An audit report will be submitted to the Managing Director
and EP RBA, to the OU's Hydrocarbon Resource Manager
auditors, It will be prepared and discussed in draft form on
will be prepared in The Hague, once formal OD comments

t..

~

of the OU, to the EP CEO
and to KPMG the external
site, after which a fina) report
are received. The reporl will
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contain lin overall judgement (Good, Satisfactory, or Unsatisfactory), with itemised
conclusions and recommendations.
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APPENDIX 6 TERMINOLOGY
A6.1 Petroleum

Resources

Terminology
.

A reservoir is a discovered petroleum resource where internal pressure: communication
known to exist between aU identified geological sub-units,

-

is

In case of doubt, reservoirs are restricted to fault blocks / sedimentary units until
prcduction performance proves communication to exist across faults/ barriers. PVT
properties can vary within a reservoir.
Fitld
A field is the collection of aUpetroleum resources within a closed areal boundary that
belong to the same confining geological structure, and where the presence of petroleum
has been demonstrated in lit least one reservoir by a successfu) exploration well,
Field boundaries must be defined upon discovery a.nd shoµld encompass the unpenetrated
petroleum resources in adjacent fault blocks and stratigraphic traps, jf they are considered
to be part of the same overall confining structure, Field boundaries may be re-defined on
the basis of new geological infonnation.
PDlmlitlJ AUl(mli/atiolU
Potential petroleum resources beyond existing field boundaries, where the presence of
petroleum has nor yet been demonstrated, are collectively called potential accumulations.
ProdHdbili!>,
Should normally be supported by a conclusive test in a drilled or irnmediatc:ly adjoining .'
reservoir, but may be based on log Of core evaluation in an area where many similar
reservoirs have been conclusively tested,
.
Proal/clio" Faria/itS
The production facilities consist of all hardware installed to recover petroleum from the
sub-surface resources and to deliver II q\lality controlled end-product for sale, These
comprise the production and injection wells ~d the surface facilities for treatment,
conversion, compression/ pumping, transport and delivery.
Sltrja(t. Faci/ilits
That part of the production facilities accessible at surface, connecting the wellheads
ultimately to tIle delivery points,

ExiIti7l1. Dtutlopmt1t1
The collection of all completed projects or sub-projects is referred to as the existing
developmen t.
'
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Fielti'lN4l1titieJ
Field quantities (also' called 'Wellhead' qUIUI,tities)an: those qua';ti~es routinely measured at
surface for individual well strings and expressed in terms of the stabiliscci'products oil,'
condensate and (wet) gas or in terms of the type of injected fluids, These quantities may
subsequendy be reconciled with 6sc:alised sales and other product outlets, see below., '

Saw fJuanti/its
'The quantities sold after fiscal metering and delivered at the locations where the upstream
company ceases to have an interest in the end-products, These can be expressed in terms
, of the general end-products oil, (dry) gal and natural gas liquids (NGL) or in terms of the'
actual product,
Field products and the subsequent sales products may be different and will be affected by
own use and losses, The properties and volumes of end-products may be influenced by
mixing and the petroleum type itself may be altered during surface processing. Since , •.
surface process~g conditions may change during:l project life. sales products may VIl'Y,in
specification and in relation 10 field products, To avoid ambiguity and double counting, a
dear distinctic:m)must be made between recoveries in the 6c1d and the quantities estim2tcd
to be available' for sale.
,'
,:~.

~ :

.'.~'

For genual sales products, oil, gas and NGL,' only the quantities soldby the upstream E&P
company can contribute to Group reserves, Condensates mixed with crude oil in the same
stream lind sold as such can be reported under oil, Separator condensate, from.gas wells ,
and light hydro,carbbf liquid products, derived from surface processing, if con~cJe~:in a'
separate stream and sold as such are reported under NGL Bitumen may be reported under
oilin summary reports (with an appropriate footnote), In line with SEC .requirements,.sal!!S
volumes for gu should be those committed or committable tp a gas contract. Committed
Gas is covered by a gas contract. Committable gas,reasonably expected to be assigned to II
contract in the future.
~.,
':::-.

It j~,.necessaty to maintain a more detailed internal administration of the actwlJy sold
products by stream in two cases: (1) 1£ the upstream E&P company has scpuate contracts
for delivery of special converted sales products such as LNG, methanol, ethane, LPG, C5+
,etc" or (2) If there are special sales products like helium, sulphur or generated electricity.
,

t

RtttmtiJiation
A monthly reconciliation is made berween WI: 6scalised sales quantities and the quantities
produced in the field,
is reported in the Monthly Report of Producing Wells (MRPW).
The reconciliation process corrects for own .use, £Iating, losses and product conversion,
and provides the end-product yield,

nus

F~t reserves ,estimating purposes an av~rage future yield factor is to be estimated (e.g,
LPG/ wet
yield, dry gas/ wet gas yield),
.•

gas

Ultimatt Rerovtry
The ultimate recovery CUR) of a hydrocarbon' field is the sum of cumulative production'
and the estimated volume of reserves (developed + undeveloped),
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VDIIIMt

TIle Total Resource Volume of a hydrocarbon fieJd is the sum of cumuHitive production.
the estimated volume of reserves (developed + undeveloped) and the Total Scope for
Recovery.
A6.2 Probabilistic

pTtJbabili!J D'"si!J

Terminology

FUNthq/l

The probability density function (PDf) of a stochastic variable indicates the probability
that the actual variable value lies Within a narrow interval around a particular value of the
possible range, divided by the width of that interval.

CNmu!tJtilJl Probobili!J

Fl/lle/iDll

.The cumulative probability function (CPF) of a slochastic variable describes the probability ,
that the variable may exceed a certain value, The CPF is the mathematical.integn.1 o( PDF.

pas
The value that has a 65% probability that it will be exceeded by the stochastic variable,

PH
:tne value that has a 15% probability that it will be exceeded by the stochastic variable.
MI411

The statistical mean of a stochastic variable is the probability weighted average of the
nriable over the entire variable range.

Ml4n

SII&ttIJ

VoiN",t (MSV)

The probability weighted average of aD realisations that equal at exceed the minimum
reserves required fot a commercial development of the resource,

Probabili!y of SI({l'tJI (POS)
The probability that the minimum commercial volume will be exceeded and which
therefore indicates the likelihood of any future development. The product of MSV and
POS is the recovery expectation.

A6.3 Commercial T crminology
DUfOUlIJ .Ralt

A rate at which future leal terms costs or cash-flow ate discounted over time to calculate
their present value.
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Ntl Pnsmt Va/lit (NPV)
The net present value of :I project is the sum of the discounted antmaJ cash flow, expressed
in real terms money, over the period {rom the first project expenditure 10 abandonment,
The net present vi1ue is expressed in million US$ 2t the relevant discount tate,
EXfJldtd Mont/ary Va/lit (EMV)

The expected monetary value is a probabilistic
expected from a set of conditional operational
one or more development projects, which are
probabilities assigned ta each action (decision

balance of investments and revenues,
activities. comprising data acquisition and
arranged in an ordered' sequence with

tree).

.

.

'

.

The EMV is the summation of the NPVs of projects, reduced by the costs of data
acquisition activities, all expressed in discounted real tum money and multiplied by their
as'signed probabiiities. EMV is expressed in million US, at the relevant discount rate, '
Projects with a negative NPV for certain resource mode) realisations should be excluded
from the EMV calculation. if the assumption is valid that data gathering wiD prevent such
projects being implemented.
Unit Ttthlliral eo.sl (UTC)
The unit technical cost of a development project is defined as the sum of capita) plus
operating COSts,expressed in rea) terms money, divided by the total production over the
period from start-up to abandonment: In addition, both the cost and the production must
be discounted, The reference date for the discoun~g should be the same for denominator
and numerator (e,g. the first year of expenditure) and should be stated. The unit fethnica)
costs is expressed in US$/bbl (oil eqwvalent}at the .relevant discount rate.

FID
Final investment decision, the decision (at CMD or senior executive level) to proceed with
a project,

NF A

fomoJI

No further (Capex) activity forecast, i.e. a forecast based on existing wells and facilities
only,'
A6.4 Exploration

versus Development

Wells

The classification of a well as either an exploration weDor as a development well is
determined (in line with SEC rules) based on the proved area as follows: ,

ProwdAreo
, The proved area is the part of a property to which proved reserves have been specifically
attributed (see also Section 3.1.3). Jt is delineated by the fluid levels seen / interpreted
from drilled wells and by the area around those wens which geological 1 engineering data
indicate to be producible,

.
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U"'cll

An exploflltion well is a well that is not a development wen, a service 'o/cn, or I
'hi
to
stratl~ap
e test w eO ",
,
,'_ ..

DCIIt/Qpnm" IWeli
A development well is a well drilled within the proved area o[ an oil or gas reservoir to a
depth of a stratigraphic horizon known to be productive.
Smia W,II

A service weU is tithe!: an injection well, a disposal well or a water supply well,
Apprairlll W,II
An appraisal weD, or stratigraphic test wen is a well drilled for geological infonnatioll
(not to test a prospect). either 'development-type' drilled in a proved area or 'exploratoryt)']le' if not drilled in a proved area.
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